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Abstract. The proposed new spectral reflection model enhances
the classical Clapper-Yule model by taking into account the fact that
proportionally more incident light through a given colorant surface is
reflected back onto the same colorant surface than onto other colo-
rant surfaces. It comprises a weighted mean between a component
specifying the part of the incident light that exits through the same
colorant as the colorant from which it enters (Saunderson corrected
Neugebauer component) and a component specifying the part of the
incident light whose emerging light components exit from all colo-
rants (Clapper-Yule component). We also propose models for taking
into account ink spreading, a phenomenon that occurs when printing
an ink halftone in superposition with one or several solid inks. The
ink-spreading model incorporates nominal-to-effective surface cov-
erage functions for each of the different ink superposition conditions.
A system of equations yields the effective ink surface coverages of a
color halftone as a weighted mean of the ink surface coverages
specific to the different superposition conditions. The new spectral
reflection prediction model combined with the ink-spreading model
yields excellent spectral reflection predictions for clustered-dot color
halftones printed on an offset press or on thermal transfer
printers. © 2005 SPIE and IS&T. �DOI: 10.1117/1.1989987�

1 Introduction
For more than 50 years, attempts have been made to build
models predicting the color of printed halftone images. To
offer accurate predictions, the models must take into ac-
count, at least to some extent, the phenomena determining
the interactions of inks and paper and of light and halftone
prints.

Many different phenomena influence the reflection spec-
trum of a color halftone patch printed on a diffusely reflect-
ing substrate �e.g., paper�. These phenomena comprise the
surface �Fresnel� reflection at the interface between the air
and the paper, light scattering and reflection within the sub-
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strate �i.e., paper bulk�, and the internal �Fresnel� reflec-
tions at the interface between the paper and the air. The
lateral scattering of light within the paper substrate and the
internal reflections at the interface between the paper and
the air are responsible for the portion of light that enters the
print through an inked dot and exits the print through the
paper white and vice versa. This effect yields the optical
dot gain also known as the “Yule-Nielsen” effect. In addi-
tion, due to the printing process, the deposited ink surface
coverage is generally larger than the nominal coverage,
yielding a “physical” dot gain �sometimes also called “me-
chanical” dot gain�. Effective ink surface coverages depend
on the inks, on the paper, and also on the specific superpo-
sitions of the different inks.

Currently, according to the literature,1,2 among the exist-
ing spectral reflection prediction models, only the well-
known Yule-Nielsen modified Neugebauer model3–6 seems
to be used in practice. Most other spectral prediction mod-
els �see Sec. 2� enable us to explore various effects, but are
either too complex or not accurate and comprehensive
enough to be usable in practice.

The model we propose is an enhancement of the classi-
cal Clapper-Yule model that models optical dot gain of
halftone prints by taking into account lateral scattering
within the paper bulk and multiple internal reflections. Our
model also takes into account the different physical dot
surface coverages that occur under different ink superposi-
tion conditions.

We developed our prediction model by adding succes-
sive enhancements to the basic Clapper-Yule model. The
benefits of each of these enhancements is verified by com-
paring measured halftone patch reflection spectra and pre-
dicted spectra, for 729 patches covering the full printable
gamut, produced by generating all combinations of inks at
nominal coverages of 0, 13, 25, 38, 50, 63, 75, 88, and

100%. We quantify the visual quality of color halftone
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patch predictions by converting measured and predicted
spectra first to Commission International de l’Eclairage
�CIE� XYZ and then to CIELAB �Ref. 7, pp. 8–12�. The
Euclidian distance �Eab

* in CIELAB �1976� space gives a
measure of the visually perceived distance between mea-
sured and predicted spectra. To derive successive model
improvements, we proceed as follows. When predictions
and measurements disagree, we observe the corresponding
predicted and measured reflection spectra, try to give an
explanation of the underlying phenomenon �e.g., ink
spreading�, and propose an appropriate modeling step. The
measurements are carried out with a photospectrometer
having a 45 deg/0 deg geometry, i.e., with a D65 light
source illuminating the printed sample at an angle of
45 deg and a sensor capturing the reflected spectrum at
0 deg �normal to the printed sample�.

2 Existing Approaches to Spectral Color
Prediction

In early prediction models of color halftone prints, the term
“dot gain” encompasses both the physical dot gain �the en-
largement of the printed dot� and the optical dot gain due to
the lateral propagation of light. Lateral propagation of light
occurs due to scattering within the paper bulk and to inter-
nal reflections at the print-air interface. The Neugebauer
model8 predicts the CIE XYZ tristimulus values of a color
halftone patch as the sum of the tristimulus values of their
individual colorants weighted by their fractional area cov-
erages ai. By considering instead of the tristimulus values
of colorants their respective reflection spectra Ri, one ob-
tains the spectral Neugebauer equations. They predict the
reflection spectrum of a printed color halftone patch as a
function of the reflection spectra of its individual colorants

R��� = �
i

aiRi��� . �1�

In the case of independently printed cyan, magenta, and
yellow inks of respective coverages c, m, and y, the frac-
tional area coverages of the individual colorants are closely
approximated by the Demichel Eqs. �2�, which give the
respective surface coverages of the colorants as a function
of the surface coverages of the individual inks.9 The respec-
tive fractional areas of the colorants white, cyan, magenta,
yellow, red �superposition of magenta and yellow�, green
�superposition of yellow and cyan�, blue �superposition of
magenta and cyan�, and black �superposition of cyan, ma-
genta and yellow� are, respectively,

white: aw = �1 − c��1 − m��1 − y� ,
cyan: ac = c�1 − m��1 − y� ,

magenta: am = �1 − c�m�1 − y� ,
yellow: ay = �1 − c��1 − m�y ,

red: ar = �1 − c�my ,
green: ag = c�1 − m�y ,
blue: ab = cm�1 − y� ,

black: ak = cmy . �2�

The Neugebauer model is a generalization of the Murray-
Davis model,10 whose colorants are formed by only one ink

and the paper white.
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Since the Neugebauer model takes explicitly into ac-
count neither the lateral propagation of light within the pa-
per bulk nor the internal reflections �Fresnel reflections� at
the paper-air interface, its predictions are not accurate.11

Yule and Nielsen3 modeled the nonlinear relationship be-
tween the reflection spectra of paper and solid ink and the
reflection spectra of single ink halftones by a power func-
tion, whose exponent n is fitted according to a limited set of
measured halftone patch reflection spectra. Viggiano4 ap-
plied the Yule-Nielsen relationship to the spectral Neuge-
bauer equations, yielding the Yule-Nielsen modified Spec-
tral Neugebauer model:

R��� = ��
i

aiRi���1/n�n
. �3�

This Yule-Nielsen modified spectral Neugebauer model has
been used by several researchers for the characterization of
various printers.2,4–6 This model seems to play a significant
role for building color management systems.

Ruckdeschel and Hauser12 analyzed the Yule-Nielson
model by modeling the lateral propagation of light within
the paper bulk by a point spread function H�x ,y�. They
proposed the following 2-D convolution integral for the
reflection spectrum R at position �x ,y�:

R�x,y� = T�x,y�Rp�
−�

� �
−�

�

T�x�,y��H�x − x�,y − y��dx�dy�

�4�

Light enters at all positions �x� ,y��, located in the neigh-
borhood of �x ,y�, is attenuated by the ink transmittance
T�x� ,y��, enters the paper bulk, propagates laterally with a
fraction H�x-x� ,y-y�� reaching position �x ,y�, is attenuated
according to the paper reflectance Rp, exits the paper bulk,
is attenuated by the ink layer transmittance T�x ,y� and
emerges at position �x ,y�. The integral simply sums up the
contributions of all light components incident at positions
�x� ,y��, attenuated by H�x-x� ,y-y��, which exit at position
�x ,y�. Much research was carried out in building models by
assuming various mathematical formulations of the point
spread function H�x ,y�. Both Gaussian line spread
functions12,13 and exponential point spread functions were
proposed.14–16 Since the point spread function can also be
viewed as a probability density, probability models were
proposed to describe the lateral scattering of light within
the paper bulk.17–20

The models described by Eq. �4� assume that light
traverses the ink layer, is laterally scattered and reflected by
the paper, traverses a second time the ink layer �at a differ-
ent position due to lateral scattering�, and exits from the
printed paper. However, as is known from optics, Fresnel
reflections occur at a planar interface between two media of
different indices of refraction. Paper is formed by a net-
work of layered cellulose fibers plus filler pigments and is
often coated with a coating whose index of refraction is
generally assumed to be 1.53.

In this context, we consider the Clapper-Yule model,21

which was developed to predict the reflectance of photo-
graphic prints. The Clapper-Yule model has the advantage

of modeling the specular reflections at the air-paper inter-
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face and the multiple internal reflections between the paper
bulk and the paper-air interface �Fresnel reflectivity�. It as-
sumes that lateral light propagation due to light scattering
within the paper bulk is large compared with the period of
the halftones. Therefore, the probability of light exiting
from a given colorant is set equal to the colorant’s frac-
tional surface coverage.

Rogers22 generalizes the Clapper-Yule model by model-
ing lateral scattering within the paper as a point spread
function and by deducing the probabilities that light enter-
ing through a colorant n emerges from the coated paper
through a colorant m, possibly traversing, due to multiple
reflections, further intermediate colorants. Emmel and Her-
sch’s unified model23 also takes into account multiple inter-
nal reflections and modelizes lateral scattering probabilities
by an exponential function with a circular symmetry and a
strong radial decay.

Within the framework of their work on the reproduction
of color images by custom inks, Stollnitz et al.24 predict the
reflection spectra of solid colorants by using Kubelka’s lay-
ering model25 to combine the paper layer and the ink layers
and by applying Saunderson’s correction26 to take into ac-
count multiple reflections at the interface between the paper
coating and the air. They predict halftone colors by com-
bining the resulting solid colorant colors according to the
Neugebauer equations, extended so as to account for dot
gain and trapping.

3 Basic Clapper-Yule Spectral Color Prediction
Model

Among the classical color prediction models,11 only the
Clapper-Yule model21 takes simultaneously into account
halftone patterns and multiple internal reflections occurring
at the interface between the coated paper and the air.

To introduce the Clapper-Yule model, we consider a
single halftone ink layer with a fractional surface coverage
a printed on a coated paper substrate �Fig. 1�. Incident light
has the probability a of reaching the paper substrate by
passing through ink of transmittance t��� and a probability
�1−a� of reaching the substrate without traversing the ink

Fig. 1 Attenuation of light by multiple reflections on a halftone
printed patch. Specular reflection: rs. First reflection: �1− rs�rg�1− ri�
��1−a+at�2. Second reflection: �1− rs�rg�1− ri��1−a+at�2rirg�1−a
+at2�. nth reflection: �1− rs�rg�1− ri��1−a+at�2�rirg��1−a+at2��n−1.
layer. Since rs is the specular reflection at the air-paper
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interface, only portion �1−rs� actually enters the coated pa-
per. The light reaching the paper substrate is reduced by a
factor �1−rs� �1−a+at�. It is diffusely reflected by the pa-
per substrate according to the paper substrate reflectance
rg���. Traveling upward, it traverses the coated paper with
a portion a traversing the ink and a portion 1−a traversing
an area free of ink. It is reflected at the coated paper-air
interface according to a reflection factor ri �Fresnel reflec-
tivity integrated over all incident angles�. A part �1−ri� of
the light exits. At the first exit, the spectral attenuation of
the incident light is therefore �1−rs� rg�1−ri� �1−a+at�2.
The part reflected at the coated paper-air interface travels
downward, is diffusely reflected by the paper, and travels
upward again. At the second exit, the spectral attenuation is
�1−rs� rg�1−ri� �1−a+at�2 rirg�1−a+at2�.

With K giving the fraction of specular reflected light
reaching the photospectrometer �when the specular compo-
nent is discarded by the photospectrometer, we set K=0�,
and by considering the light emerging after 0, 1, 2,…, n
−1 internal reflections �Fig. 1�, we obtain the reflection
spectrum

R��� = Krs + ��1 − rs��1 − ri�rg�1 − a + at�2�

��1 + �rirg�1 − a + at2�� + �rirg�1 − a + at2��2

+ ¯ + �rirg�a + at2��n−1.

For an infinite number of emergences �geometric series�,
we obtain the Clapper-Yule expression

R��� = Krs +
�1 − rs�rg�1 − ri��1 − a + at�2

1 − rgri�1 − a + at2�
. �5�

The light components that have been summed in Eq. �5� are
fractions of the incident irradiance. Therefore, Eq. �5� ex-
presses a reflectance, i.e., the ratio between exiting irradi-
ance and incident irradiance. Ideally, incident and exiting
irradiances should be measured with a spectrophotometer
having an integrated sphere geometry. However, as shown
in Appendix B, when the specular component is discarded
�K=0�, for the index of refraction n=1.53 of coated paper,
the exact expression for the spectral reflectance factor pre-
dicted according to a 45 deg/0 deg measuring geometry27

is numerically very similar to Eq. �5�. One can therefore, in
the context of color reproduction, carry out all measure-
ments with a photospectrometer having a 45 deg/0 deg ge-
ometry, i.e., an instrument where light illuminates the
printed sample at an orientation of 45 deg and where re-
flected light �radiance� is captured at an orientation normal
to the sample.

In the case of paper printed with three inks such as cyan,
magenta, and yellow, the surface coverages aj of the result-
ing eight basic colorants, i.e., white*, cyan, magenta, yel-
low, red, green, blue, and black are obtained according to
the Demichel Eqs. �2�. By inserting the relative amounts of
colorants aj and their transmittances tj in Eq. �5�, we obtain
for the predicted reflectance of a color patch printed with
combinations of cyan, magenta, and yellow inks

*
The internal transmittance tw of white �no ink� is 1 at each wavelength.
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R��� = Krs +
�1 − rs�rg�1 − ri��� j=1

8
ajtj�2

1 − rgri� j=1

8
ajtj

2
. �6�

Both the specular reflection rs and the internal reflection ri
at the paper-air interface depend on the refraction indices of
the air �n1=1� and of the coated paper �n2=1.53�, indepen-
dently of whether the considered surface is white or printed
�the ink is located within the coated paper surface�. Accord-
ing to the Fresnel equations,28 for collimated light at an
incident angle of 45 deg, the specular reflection factor is
rs=0.054. With light diffusely reflected by the paper �Lam-
bert radiator�, by summing the contributions at all incident
angles,27 we obtain the internal reflection factor ri. For
coated paper, ri=0.614. Values of ri for different indices of
refraction are tabulated by Judd29 and by Emmel.30

To put the model into practice, we deduce from Eq. �5�
the internal reflectance spectrum rg of a blank paper by
setting the ink coverage a=0. Here, Rw is the measured
blank paper reflectance.

rg =
Rw − Krs

1 + �1 − K�rirs + riRw − rs − ri
. �7�

We then extract the transmittance of the individual solid
inks and solid ink superpositionsa tw, tc, tm, ty, tr, tg, tb, and
tk by inserting in Eq. �5� as R��� the measured solid �100%�
ink �respectively solid ink superpositions� reflectance Ri
and by setting the ink coverage a=1:

ti = 	 Ri − Krs

rgri�Ri − Krs� + rg�1 − ri��1 − rs�

1/2

. �8�

We must also take a possible physical dot gain into account.
For each ink, we fit† according to Clapper-Yule �Eq. �5��
the unknown physical surface coverages of the measured
single ink patches at nominal surface coverages of for ex-
ample 10, 20,…, 90% by minimizing the sum of square
differences between measured and predicted spectra com-
ponents �similar to the dot area optimization proposed by
Balasubramanian2�. For the basic Clapper-Yule model, fit-
ted single ink surface coverages are lower than the nominal
surface coverages, i.e., we obtain a negative dot gain �Fig.
2�a��. This is due to the fact that spectra predicted by the
Clapper-Yule model are darker than the corresponding mea-
sured spectra. The fitted negative dot gain tends to bring
both spectra to the same levels, i.e., the predicted and mea-
sured spectra intersect each other �Fig. 2�b��.

To set a base line for improvements, we test the accu-
racy of the basic Clapper-Yule model taking into account
single ink dot gain �i.e., single ink physical dot surface
optimization, see Ref. 2, Section 4� by printing at the con-
sidered screen frequencies a set of 729 patches. Screen fre-
quencies are expressed in lines per inch �lpi�. These patches
are produced by generating all combinations of cyan, ma-
genta, and yellow ink superpositions at nominal coverages
0, 13, 25, 38, 50, 63, 75, 88, and 100%. Measured and
predicted spectra are converted to CIELAB �1976� values

†Fitting of a surface coverage is carried out with MATLAB’s fminsearch function,
which uses the downhill simplex search method to find the surface coverage yielding
the minimum of the function expressing the sum of square differences between

measured and predicted reflection spectra components.
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and the resulting prediction error �Eab
* is computed. With

the Clapper-Yule model, for offset prints at a screen fre-
quency of 150 lpi, a mean error of �Eab

* =3.95 is obtained,
the maximal error is 10.98 and 352 values have a �Eab

*

greater than 4. At a screen frequency of 75 lpi, a mean error
of �Eab

* =4.49 is obtained, the maximal error is 9.19 and
438 values have a �Eab

* greater than 4 �see Appendix A,
Table 1�.

4 New Spectral Color Prediction Model
Spectra predicted by the Clapper-Yule model �without the
negative dot gain compensation� are too dark, because ac-
cording to the modulation transfer function of paper,31 light
does not travel significantly more than 0.13 mm �95th per-
centile according to the Gaussian line spread function
model of Ruckdeschel and Hauser12� within coated paper.
With screen frequencies between 20 to 60 lines per cm
�50 to 150 lpi�, the probability that light having entered at
a position having a certain ink color exits from a position of
the same color is higher than the coverage of that ink color.
Therefore, the basic assumption of the Clapper-Yule model,
i.e., the probability of light exiting from a specific colorant
being equal to that colorant coverage, is not fulfilled.

To enhance the basic Clapper-Yule model, we assume
that a certain part b of the incident light through a given
colorant is reflected back and exits from the same colorant.
The part �1−b� of the incoming light behaves in the same
way as in the basic Clapper-Yule model described in the
preceding. We also make the simplifying assumption that
the part b of the incident light that is reflected onto the
same colorant also exits from the same colorant after one or
several reflections at the paper-air interface.

Again taking multiple reflections into account, the at-
tenuation of the part of the incoming light exiting from the
same ink color �either no ink or ink with coverage a� at the

Fig. 2 �a� Negative dot gain induced by the too dark Clapper-Yule
predictions and �b� corresponding measured �continuous� and pre-
dicted �dashed� reflection spectra.
first exit is
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�1 − rs�rg�1 − ri��1 − a + at2� ,

at the second exit, the attenuation is

�1 − rs�rg�1 − ri��rgri��1 − a + at2t2� ,

at the third exit, the attenuation is

�1 − rs�rg�1 − ri��rgri�2�1 − a + at2t4� ,

and at the nth exit, the attenuation is

�1 − rs�rg�1 − ri��rg
n−1ri

n−1���1 − a� + at2t2�n−1�� .

The sum of all light components that exit after an infinite
number of reflections yields the reflection spectrum

R��� = �1 − rs��1 − ri�	 �1 − a�rg

1 − �rirg�
+

argt2

1 − �rirgt2�
 . �9�

Equation �9� reflects the application of the Saunderson
correction26 accounting for multiple internal reflections at
the paper-air interface: the first term within the sum models
the paper without ink �internal reflectance rg�, and the sec-
ond term models the paper printed with the solid ink �in-
ternal reflectance: rgt2�. For single ink halftones, Eq. �9�
can also be conceived as a Saunderson corrected Murray-
Davis equation.

The enhanced model for three inks �Eq. �10�� comprises
a part b of light propagated along short and middle dis-
tances �Eq. �9�, generalized to eight colorants� and a part
�1−b� of the light propagated along long distances

Table 1 Prediction accuracy ��Eab
* � for offset c

matte coated offset paper.

Offset printing
729 test samples

Ma
�

Clapper-Yule with single-ink dot gain only 9.1

Clapper-Yule, dot gain and ink spreading
according to print order

7.8

Clapper-Yule, dot gain and ink spreading
for all superposition conditions

8.0

New spectral prediction model, with
single-ink dot gain only

4.5

New spectral prediction model, dot gain
and ink spreading according to print order

3.7

New spectral prediction model, dot gain
and ink spreading for all superposition
conditions

3.9
�Eq. �6��.
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R��� = Krs + �1 − rs�rg�1 − ri�	b�
j=1

8
ajtj

2

1 − rirgtj
2

+ �1 − b�
�� j=1

8
ajtj�2

1 − rgri� j=1

8
ajtj

2
 . �10�

In Eq. �10�, the part weighted by factor b represents the
Saunderson-corrected Neugebauer component �Murray-
Davis equation extended to multiple colorants� and the part
weighted by factor �1−b� represents the Clapper-Yule com-
ponent.

To obtain factor b for a given screen frequency, we es-
tablish the prediction accuracy for 729 patches and select
the value for b that yields the smallest mean �Eab

* error
between predicted and measured reflection spectra. For
cyan, magenta, and yellow offset printing on matte coated
paper, with screens mutually rotated by 30 deg and a screen
frequency of 75 lpi, the fraction b yielding the smallest
mean error for all considered test patches is b=0.6. Under
the same conditions, at 150 lpi, we obtain a smallest mean
error at b=0.1, i.e., the enhanced spectral prediction model
is very close to the classical Clapper-Yule model.

5 Physical Dot Coverages Accounting for Ink
Spreading

In offset printing, trapping, i.e., the decrease in thickness of
ink layers when two or more inks are printed one on top of
another is generally considered to be a problem �Ref. 32,
pp. 103–105�. Our model automatically takes care of trap-
ping by computing the internal transmittances of the red,
green, blue, and black colorants from spectral reflection
measurements according to Eq. �8�. However, we observed

agenta, and yellow halftone prints, printed on

ean
E

Number of
Samples
�E�4

Max
�E

Mean
�E

Number of
Samples
�E�4

lpi, b�0.6 150 lpi, b�0.1

.49 438 10.98 3.95 352

.76 162 4.65 2.06 20

.44 129 4.23 1.70 6

.13 7 10.15 3.55 292

.57 0 4.70 1.95 14

.35 0 4.56 1.60 8
yan, m

x
E

M
�

75

9 4

7 2

5 2

9 2

9 1

2 1
an ink-spreading phenomenon when a second ink halftone
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is printed in superposition with a first solid ink or when a
third ink halftone is printed in superposition with two solid
inks. In a manner similar to the physical dot gain of a
printed single ink halftone patch, ink spreading tends to
enlarge the effective surface of a printed dot �Fig. 3� and
tends to lower the resulting reflection spectrum, i.e., it
yields slightly darker colors. However, effective surface
coverages due to ink spreading are not always larger than
the corresponding effective surface coverages of the same
halftone patch printed alone on paper.

In the past attempts were made to model effective sur-
face coverages when printing overlapped ink halftones. Iino
and Berns introduced an empirical dot-gain scaling factor
when an ink halftone is printed in superposition with an-
other ink.6 They assume that for superpositions of more
than two inks, dot-gain scaling factors are multiplicative.
More recently, an ink-spreading model was developed that
relies on the geometry of configurations of hexagonal dot
overlaps.33 These ink-spreading models do not, however,
seem to be general enough to be applicable to a large vari-
ety of printing technologies.

We develop a first model for computing effective surface
coverages �physical coverages� that accounts for ink
spreading. This first model assumes that when printing two
successive ink layers one on top of another, ink spreading
occurs only on the top layer. The top layer does not influ-
ence the effective surface coverage of the ink layer beneath
it.

Let us consider a printing process where offset inks are
printed by first depositing cyan, then magenta, and then
yellow. We therefore fit the respective ink spreaded cover-
ages of magenta over solid cyan fcm�m�, yellow over solid
cyan fcy�y�, yellow over solid magenta fmy�y�, and yellow
over solid cyan and magenta fcmy�y� by minimizing the sum
of square differences between measured spectra and spectra
predicted according to Eq. �10�, for a number of nominal
surface coverages, e.g., 25, 50, and 75%.

We also fit the effective coverages of each single ink
printed on paper at the selected nominal coverages. The
continuous functions fc�c�, fm�m�, fy�y�, fcm�m�, fcy�c�,
fmy�y�, and fcmy�y� mapping nominal to effective coverages
are obtained by linear interpolation between points in the
graph �Fig. 3� formed with pairs of nominal and effective
�fitted� coverage values.

In front of our new spectral prediction model, we intro-

Fig. 3 Tone reproduction curves for yellow alone, yellow over solid
cyan, yellow over solid magenta, and yellow over solid cyan and
magenta, with effective coverages fitted according to the spectral
prediction model.
duce a stage taking into account effective surface coverages
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induced by dot gain and ink spreading �Fig. 4�. An input
color with nominal coverages cmy is converted to an inter-
mediate color with effective coverages c�m�y� obtained as
a weighted sum of dot gain and ink spreading contributions.

The weighting coefficients are given by the respective
effective colorant coverages.

c� = fc�c� effective surface coverage of cyan only,

m� = fm�m��1 − c�� + fcm�m�c�

magenta alone and magenta on top

of solid cyan �blue� ,

y� = fy�y��1 − c���1 − m�� yellow alone,

+ fmy�y��1 − c��m� + fcy�y�c��1 − m�� + fcmy�y�c�m�

yellow on top of solid magenta �red�,

of solid cyan �green� and of solid cyan

& magenta �black� . �11�

The performance of this simple ink-spreading model is il-
lustrated by the prediction accuracies in the second row
�“dot gain and ink spreading according to the print order”�
of the tables shown in Appendix A, both for the Clapper-
Yule model and for our new spectral prediction model. The
increase in prediction accuracy, compared with classical
single ink dot gain optimization is important: for offset
prints, the mean error between predicted and measured
spectra, expressed in CIELAB �1976� �Eab

* is reduced by a
factor of 1.3 to 2. Such an increase in prediction accuracy is
true both for the Clapper-Yule model and for the new spec-
tral prediction model.

6 Effective Coverages in Ink Layer
Superpositions: Advanced Model

A more advanced model for computing the effective sur-
face coverages in layer superpositions relies on the assump-
tion that when a halftone layer is printed either beneath or
on top of a solid layer, its effective surface coverage is

Fig. 4 Spectral prediction model with dot gain and ink spreading
when an ink is printed on top of another ink.
modified.
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We separately model as functions of nominal coverages
�1� the surface coverages of single ink halftones, �2� the
surface coverages of single ink halftones superposed with
one solid ink, and �3� the surface coverages of single-ink
halftones superposed with two solid inks. To obtain the
effective coverages �c� ,m� ,y�� of the inks of a color half-
tone patch as a function of the nominal coverages �c ,m ,y�,
we appropriately weight the contributions of the different
surface coverage functions.

During calibration of the model, the functions describing
effective surface coverages of single-ink halftones printed
in superposition with paper white, one solid ink or two
solid inks are obtained by fitting effective surface cover-
ages �e.g., at 25, 50, and 75% nominal coverages� of an ink
using the spectral prediction model given by Eq. �10�. This
enables us to associate effective �fitted� surface coverages
to the nominal surface coverages, for a limited set of half-
tone patches of each ink, in each ink superposition condi-
tion. By linear interpolation between the so-obtained effec-
tive coverages, we obtain the functions mapping nominal to
effective surface coverages of each ink for each ink super-
position condition.

Let us consider three inks i1, i2, and i3 with nominal
coverages c1, c2, and c3. The “dot gain” functions mapping
nominal coverages to effective coverages for single ink
halftones are f1�c1�, f2�c2�, and f3�c3�. The “ink-spreading”
functions mapping nominal coverages of an ink to effective
coverages of that ink, for single-ink halftones superposed
with a second solid ink and for single ink halftones super-
posed with two solid inks are:

for ink i1 of coverage c1 superposed with solid ink

Fig. 5 Example of effective ink coverages for di
axis: effective coverage. Horizontal axis: nomin
i2:f21�c1� ,
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for ink i1 of coverage c1 superposed with solid ink

i3:f31�c1� ,

for ink i2 of coverage c2 superposed with solid ink

i1:f12�c2� ,

for ink i2 of coverage c2 superposed with solid ink

i3:f32�c2� ,

for ink i3 of coverage c3 superposed with solid ink

i1:f13�c3� ,

for ink i3 of coverage c3 superposed with solid ink

i2:f23�c3� ,

for ink i1 of coverage c1 superposed with solid inks

i2 and i3: f231�c1� ,

for ink i2 of coverage c2 superposed with solid inks

i1 and i3: f132�c2� ,

for ink i3 of coverage c3 superposed with solidinks

i1 and i2: f123�c3� .

In the case of three inks, these 12 functions are obtained by
fitting 36 patches, i.e., three patches �25, 50, and 75%
nominal coverages� per function.

Figure 5 gives an example of effective surface coverages
�round black dots at nominal coverages of 10, 20,…, 90%�
fitted according to the disclosed spectral prediction model,
for wedges printed alone �left column�, for wedges printed
in superposition with one solid ink �second and third col-
umns�, and for wedges printed in superposition with two

superposition conditions �offset prints�. Vertical
rage.
fferent
solid inks �right column�. Wedges of cyan are shown in the

Jul–Sep 2005/Vol. 14(3)7
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first row, wedges of magenta in the second row, and wedges
of yellow in the third row. One can see, for example, that
the effective surface coverages of magenta �second row�
depend if magenta is printed alone �second row, first col-
umn�, in superposition with cyan �second row, second col-
umn�, in superposition with yellow �second row, third col-
umn�, or in superposition with cyan and magenta �second
row, fourth column�. One can observe the same phenom-
enon for the yellow wedges �third row�.

Once surface coverages are fitted according to the spec-
tral prediction model, linearly interpolating between these
surface coverages �in Fig. 5, solid line segments connecting
the round black dots� yields the functions mapping nominal
to effective �i.e., physical� surface coverages for ink half-
tones printed in different superposition conditions.

To obtain the effective coverages c1�, c2�, and c3� of a color
halftone patch, it is necessary, for each ink ik, to weight the
contributions of the corresponding mapping functions fk,
f lk, fmk, and f lmk. The weighting functions depend on the
effective coverages of the considered ink alone, of the con-
sidered ink in superposition with a second ink and of the
considered ink in superposition with the two other inks. For
the considered system of three inks i1, i2, and i3 with nomi-
nal coverages c1, c2, and c3 and effective coverages c1�, c2�,
and c3�, assuming that inks are printed independently of
each other, by computing the relative weight, i.e., the rela-
tive surface of each superposition condition, we obtain the
system of Eqs. �12�. In analogy with Demichel’s Eqs. �2�,
the proportion �relative effective surface� of a halftone
patch printed with ink i1 of coverage c1 on paper white is
�1−c2�� �1−c3��. The proportion of the same patch printed
on top of solid ink i2 is c2� �1−c3��, the proportion of the
same patch printed on top of solid ink i3 is �1−c2�� c3� and
the proportion of the same patch printed on top of solid
inks i2 and i3 is c2�·c3�. We obtain the following system of
equations:

c1� = f1�c1��1 − c2���1 − c3�� + f21�c1�c2��1 − c3��

+ f31�c1��1 − c2��c3� + f231�c1�c2�c3�,

c2� = f2�c2��1 − c1���1 − c3�� + f12�c2�c1��1 − c3��

+ f32�c2��1 − c1��c3� + f132�c2�c1�c3�,

c3� = f3�c3��1 − c1���1 − c2�� + f13�c3�c1��1 − c2��

+ f23�c3��1 − c1��c2� + f123�c3�c1�c2�. �12�

This system of equations can be solved iteratively: one
starts by setting initial values of c1�, c2�, and c3� equal to the
respective nominal coverages c1, c2, and c3. After one it-
eration, one obtains new values for c1�, c2�, and c3�. These
new values are used for the next iteration. After a few it-
erations, typically four to five iterations, the system stabi-
lizes and the obtained coverages c1�, c2�, and c3� are the ef-
fective coverages. The system of Eqs. �12� enables us
therefore to compute combined effective ink surface cover-
ages �physical dot sizes� resulting from the combination of
elementary ink surface coverages present in different super-
position conditions. The effective colorant coverages a1�,

a2� , . . . ,a8� are obtained from the effective coverages c1�, c2�,
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and c3� of the inks according to the Demichel equations
�Eqs. �2��. The complete model comprising dot gain and
ink spreading in all superposition conditions is illustrated in
Fig. 6.

With the spectral reflection prediction model �Eq. �10��
and by taking into account the combined effective ink cov-
erages �physical dot coverages�, we obtain a further im-
provement in prediction accuracy �see Tables 1 and 2 in
Appendix A�. CIELAB prediction errors are reduced by
another 10 to 40%, compared with the simple ink spreading
model �ink spreading only on top of one or two inks� de-
scribed in Sec. 5.

For the same offset prints as before �Table 1 in Appendix
A�, thanks to the new spectral prediction and the advanced
ink spreading models, at 75 lpi, with parameter b=0.6, a
mean error between predicted reflection spectra and mea-
sured reflection spectra �in the present case 729 spectra� of
�Eab

* =1.35 was obtained, the maximal error is �Eab
*

=3.92 and no value has a �Eab
* greater than 4. At 150 lpi,

with parameter b=0.1, a mean error between predicted re-
flection spectra and measured reflection spectra �729 spec-
tra� of �Eab

* =1.60 was obtained, the maximal error is
�Eab

* =4.56 and eight values have a �Eab
* greater than 4.

Although the model is presented here for the combina-
tion of a freely chosen set of three inks, it can be extended
to four inks. Such an extension �Appendix C� requires to
extend the Demichel equations �Eqs. �2��, the spectral pre-
diction model �Eq. �10��, and the equations enabling us to
compute the effective surface coverages according to the
weights of the occurring superposition conditions �Eqs.
�12��.

In contrast to Stollnitz et al. model,24 our model fits
neither the transmission spectra of any of the inks nor the
reflection spectrum of paper. These internal spectra are cal-
culated from measured spectra, according to the model’s
equations. Our model fits only effective dot sizes when
printed alone or in combination with other inks �physical
dot gain, ink spreading�. Nevertheless, the model accurately
predicts 36 components reflection spectra. The model is
therefore robust and seems to reflect, at least to a certain

Fig. 6 Spectral prediction model with dot gain and ink spreading in
all superposition conditions.
extent, the underlying physical phenomena.

Jul–Sep 2005/Vol. 14(3)8
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7 Application of the Model
The proposed spectral prediction model together with the
methods of computing effective surface coverages was ap-
plied to offset and thermal transfer printing, at various
screen frequencies, for the cyan, magenta, and yellow inks.
Classical clustered-dot halftoning was used, with screens
mutually rotated by 30 deg. We present the prediction ac-
curacies when printing with cyan, magenta, and yellow inks
on offset �Komori Lithrone 26� on coated matte paper at
screen frequencies of 75 and 150 lpi and on a thermal
transfer wax printer �Alps MD-5000 at 600 dpi� on calen-
dered paper at screen frequencies of 50, 75, and 100 lpi.
The tables in Appendix A give the mean prediction errors
�in terms of the CIELAB 1976 �Eab values�, the maximal
prediction error and the number of patches having an error
larger than �Eab=4. For fitting the effective dot surfaces,
only 25, 50, and 75% nominal coverages were used, yield-
ing in case of single ink dot surface optimization �dot gain�
3�3=9 patches, in case of ink spreading when printed on
top of one or two inks 3�7=21 patches �Eq. �11�� and in
case of ink spreading for all superposition conditions 3
�12=36 patches �Eq. �12��. In addition, the reflectances of
the paper white and of all solid ink and solid ink combina-
tions are measured �eight patches�. The model is tested on
729 patches, comprising all nominal coverage combina-
tions at 0, 13, 25, 38, 50, 63, 75, 88, and 100%.

The prediction results clearly show that the new spectral

Table 2 Prediction accuracy ��Eab
* � for therm

Thermal transfer
�ALPS MD-5000�
729 test samples

Max
�E

Mean
�E

Number
Sample
�E�4

50 lpi, b�0.5

Clapper-Yule with
single ink dot gain
only

7.21 2.96 170

Clapper-Yule, dot gain
and ink spreading
according to
print order

7.42 2.63 103

Clapper-Yule, dot gain
and ink spreading for
all superposition
conditions

7.74 2.51 108

New spectral prediction
model, with single-ink
dot gain only

6.63 2.34 86

New spectral prediction
model, dot gain and ink
spreading according to
print order

6.63 2.14 54

New spectral prediction
model, dot gain and ink
spreading for all
superposition conditions

4.56 1.50 5
prediction model as well as the two ink-spreading models
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improve the prediction performance. One can also clearly
see that combined with the new spectral prediction model,
the two ink-spreading models bring considerable improve-
ments in prediction accuracy. The ink-spreading models
also bring an improvement to the classical Clapper-Yule
model, but as shown by the results obtained with the Alps
thermal transfer printer �Appendix A, Table 2, 50 and
75 lpi�, the improvement is less pronounced than with the
new spectral prediction model. The proposed models pro-
vide excellent predictions �mean CIELAB prediction error
below �Eab

* =1.6� as long as the printed dot is stable �e.g.,
offset at 75 and 150 lpi, thermal transfer prints at 50 and
75 lpi�. When the printed dot becomes somehow unstable
�e.g., Table 2, Alps thermal transfer printer at 100 lpi�, the
proposed models still improve the prediction accuracy
compared with Clapper-Yule, but provide a lower accuracy
�mean �Eab

* of 2.5 at 100 lpi for the thermal transfer Alps
printer�.

The results also confirm that the factor b giving the rela-
tive weights of respectively the Saunderson-corrected Neu-
gebauer and of the Clapper-Yule components of the spectral
prediction model is related to the screen frequency. At a
higher screen frequency, the ratio of lateral light scattering
to screen element period is higher and therefore, the weight
of the Clapper-Yule component within the new spectral pre-

sfer color halftone prints �calendered paper�.

x Mean
�E

Number of
Samples
�E�4

Max
�E

Mean
�E

Number of
Samples
�E�4

75 lpi, b�0.4 100 lpi, b�0.3

9 3.34 241 8.16 3.30 224

8 3.07 173 7.73 3.04 175

6 2.38 95 7.73 2.84 146

3 3.02 190 7.33 3.21 223

5 2.90 174 7.51 2.99 168

1 1.51 13 6.79 2.50 78
al tran

of
s Ma

�E

7.5

7.1

7.0

7.7

7.7

5.0
diction model becomes larger. Therefore, factor b, which is

Jul–Sep 2005/Vol. 14(3)9
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proportional to the weight of the Saunderson-corrected
Neugebauer component, becomes smaller �Table 2, second
line�.

8 Conclusions
We proposed a new spectral reflection prediction model
that represents a considerable progress compared with the
classical Clapper-Yule model by taking into account the
fact that proportionally more incident light through a given
colorant surface is reflected back onto the same colorant
surface than onto other colorant surfaces. The new model
comprises a Saunderson-corrected Neugebauer component
weighted according to a factor b, which specifies the part of
the incident light that emerges through the same colorant as
the colorant from which it entered, i.e., lateral light propa-
gation is short compared with the screen element period.
The model also comprises a Clapper-Yule component
weighted according to factor �1−b�, which specifies the
part of the incident light that emerges from all colorants,
with a probability to emerge from a given colorant equal to
that colorant surface coverage �lateral light propagation is
middle to large, compared with the screen element period�.
The new spectral prediction model is therefore a weighted
mean between Clapper-Yule and Saunderson-corrected
Neugebauer model components.

We also proposed two models for taking into account
ink spreading, a phenomenon that occurs when printing an
ink halftone in superposition with one or several solid inks.
Besides the physical dot gain present within a single-ink
halftone print, we considered in the first model the ink
spreading that occurs when an ink halftone is printed on top
of one or two solid inks. In the second more advanced
model, we generalized this concept to ink halftones printed
on top or below solid inks. We formulated for both models
systems of equations that enable us to compute effective
ink coverages as a weighted mean of the individual ink
coverages that occur in the different superposition condi-
tions.

For model calibration, i.e., the establishment of the func-
tions mapping nominal to effective surface coverages in the
different superposition conditions, effective coverage val-
ues are fitted by minimizing the sum of square differences
between measured and predicted reflection spectra compo-
nents. In the case of three inks �cyan, magenta, and yellow�,
for the advanced ink-spreading model, the calibration set
can be as small as 44 samples. It comprises the paper white,
seven solid ink samples, and 36 halftone samples, yielding
36 fitted surface coverages for the 12 linearly interpolating
functions mapping nominal to effective surface coverages.

Both the new spectral prediction model and the new
methods of estimating effective coverages �dot sizes� con-
siderably improved the predictions. Tests were carried out
with 729 color patches covering the complete gamut of the
output device. For offset prints, at 150 lpi �see Table 1,
Appendix A�, the new spectral prediction model and the
advanced method for computing effective coverages im-
prove the standard Clapper-Yule predictions by reducing
the mean CIELAB �1976� error between predicted and
measured spectra by a factor of 2.4 �from �Eab

* =3.95 to
�Eab

* =1.60�. At 75 lpi, the Clapper-Yule mean prediction
error is reduced by a factor of 3.3 �from �Eab

* =4.49 to
* *
�Eab=1.35�. Errors below to �Eab=1.5 cannot be reduced
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further, since they correspond to the colorimetric variations
that occur when printing identical patches at different loca-
tions of the same printed page.

Since our new model fits surface coverages only when
inks are printed alone or in superposition with other inks,
but predicts spectra �36 components�, it seems to reflect, at
least to a certain extent, the underlying physical phenom-
ena. However, further efforts are necessary to verify that
indeed the computed effective surface coverages corre-
spond to physical dot areas.

Currently, the spectral reflection prediction model to-
gether with the advanced ink-spreading model yield excel-
lent results for clustered dots, in the case of offset and
thermal transfer technologies. This may be due to the fact
that both in offset and in thermal transfer technologies, ink
densities remains relatively constant at each superposition
condition. Further research is necessary to obtain similar
results for dispersed-dot or error-diffusion halftoning algo-
rithms, as well as for ink-jet and electrophotographic
printers.

9 Appendix A: Prediction Accuracies
Tables 1 and 2 present prediction accuracies for offset and
thermal transfer printing.

10 Appendix B: Equivalence between
Reflectance Factors Measured with
an Integrated Sphere and According to a
45 deg/0 deg Geometry

The spectral reflectance factor of a halftone print can be
obtained by dividing the spectral reflectance of the halftone
print by the spectral reflectance of a perfectly white dif-
fuser. Since for an integrated sphere, the spectral reflec-
tance of the perfectly white diffuser is 1 at each wave-
length, the reflectance factor is identical to the reflectance
given by Eq. �5� in the case of a single-ink halftone.

In the case of a 45 deg/0 deg measuring geometry,
when discarding the specular component, the exact expres-
sion for the Clapper-Yule reflectance factor, measured in
reference to a perfect white diffuser, is27

R45 deg/0 deg��� = �1 − rs
45 deg�

�1 − rs
0 deg�

n2
2

�
rg�1 − a + at�2

1 − rgri�1 − a + at2�
, �13�

where rs
45 deg and, respectively, rs

0 deg are the Fresnel reflec-
tion factors for 45 and, respectively, 0 deg incident light at
the air-coating interface and where n2 is the index of refrac-
tion of coated paper. The symbolic Eq. �13� for the reflec-
tion factor in case of a 45 deg/0 deg measuring geometry
differs from the symbolic Eq. �5� of the reflectance in case
of an integrated sphere measuring geometry only by �1
−rs

0 deg� /n2
2 being replaced with �1−ri�. By inserting the

corresponding numerical values

�1 − rs
0 deg�

n2
2 =

�1 − 0.044�
1.532 = 0.408, �14�
and, respectively,
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�1 − ri� = �1 − 0.614� = 0.386, �15�

in their corresponding Eq. �13� and, respectively, Eq. �5�,
and by computing accordingly the paper’s internal reflec-
tance rg �Eq. �7�� and the ink transmittance tj �Eq. �8��, one
can verify that for all surface coverages and ink transmit-
tance levels, the reflection factor components computed ac-
cording to Eq. �13� and according to Eq. �5� vary numeri-
cally by less than 2.5%.

In terms of CIELAB �1976� �Eab
* values, the distance

between reflection spectra measured according to an inte-
grated sphere and according to a 45 deg/0 deg geometry
yields color differences smaller than �Eab

* =0.5. As sug-
gested by Clapper and Yule,21 we can therefore use a photo-
spectrometer with a 45 deg/0 deg geometry instead of an
integrating sphere for carrying out the reflectance measure-
ments necessary to obtain correct Clapper-Yule reflectance
predictions. Similar considerations also apply to the
Saunderson-modified Neugebauer model component and
therefore to the new spectral prediction model.

11 Appendix C: Extension of the Model to Four
Inks

The extension of the Demichel Eqs. �2� to four inks i1, i2,
i3, and i4 with respective coverages c1, c2, c3, and c4 yields
the colorant coverages:

i1 alone: a1 = c1�1 − c2��1 − c3��1 − c4� ,
i2 alone: a2 = �1 − c1�c2�1 − c3��1 − c4� ,
i3 alone: a3 = �1 − c1��1 − c2�c3�1 − c4� ,
i4 alone: a4 = �1 − c1��1 − c2��1 − c3�c4,
i1 and i2: a5 = c1c2�1 − c3��1 − c4� ,
i1 and i3: a6 = c1�1 − c2�c3�1 − c4� ,
i1 and i4: a7 = c1�1 − c2��1 − c3�c4,
i2 and i3: a8 = �1 − c1�c2c3�1 − c4� ,
i2 and i4: a9 = �1 − c1�c2�1 − c3�c4,
i3 and i4: a10 = �1 − c1��1 − c2�c3c4,
i1, i2, and i3: a11 = c1c2c3�1 − c4� ,
i2, i3, and i4: a12 = �1 − c1�c2c3c4,
i1, i3, and i4: a13 = c1�1 − c2�c3c4,
i1, i2, and i4: a14 = �1 − c1��1 − c2�c3�1 − c4� ,
i1, i2, i3, and i4: a15 = c1c2c3c4,
white: a16 = �1 − c1��1 − c2��1 − c3��1 − c4� . �16�

The extension of Eq. �10� to four inks leads to

R��� = Krs + �1 − rs�rg�1 − ri�	b�
j=1

16
ajtj

2

1 − rirgtj
2

+ �1 − b�
�� j=1

16
ajtj�2

1 − rgri� j=1

16
ajtj

2
 . �17�

Finally, the extension of Eq. �12� to four inks leads to

c1� = f1�c1��1 − c2���1 − c3���1 − c4�� + f41�c1��1 − c2���1

− c3��c4� + f21�c1�c2��1 − c3���1 − c4�� + f241 �c1�c2��1

− c��c� + f31�c1��1 − c��c��1 − c�� + f341�c1��1
3 4 2 3 4
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− c2��c3�c4� + f231�c1�c2�c3��1 − c4�� + f2341�c1�c2�c3�c4�,

c2� = f2�c2��1 − c1���1 − c3���1 − c4�� + f42�c2��1 − c1���1

− c3��c4� + f12�c2�c1��1 − c3���1 − c4�� + f142�c2�c1��1

− c3��c4� + f32�c2��1 − c1��c3��1 − c4�� + f342�c2��1

− c1��c3�c4� + f132�c2�c1�c3��1 − c4�� + f1342�c2�c1�c3�c4�,

c3� = f3�c3��1 − c1���1 − c2���1 − c4�� + f43�c3��1 − c1���1

− c2��c4� + f13�c3�c1��1 − c2���1 − c4�� + f143�c3�c1��1

− c2��c4� + f23�c3��1 − c1��c2��1 − c4�� + f243�c3��1

− c1��c2�c4� + f123�c3�c1�c2��1 − c4�� + f1243�c3�c1�c2�c4�,

c4� = f4�c4��1 − c1���1 − c2���1 − c3�� + f14�c4�c1��1 − c2���1

− c3�� + f24�c4��1 − c1��c2��1 − c3�� + f34�c4��1 − c1���1

− c2��c3� + f124�c4�c1�c2��1 − c3�� + f134�c4�c1��1 − c2��c3�

+ f234�c4��1 − c1��c2�c3� + f1234�c4�c1�c2�c3�. �18�

Equations �16�–�18� completely define the new model for
the case of four inks.
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